PRIMARY SOURCE KITS

Hands-On History available from the MOBOCES Media Library

A wide range of documents and artifacts by Mr. Media

Kits include a variety of primary source formats:
- newspaper articles
- government documents
- photos
- replicas of artifacts
- letters
- speeches
- diaries

Many historic events and time periods by Mr. Media

Over 40 kits available covering many specific historic events and different time periods.

Borrow a kit today

“Primary Sources help students relate in a personal way to events in the past”

What is a primary source?

Primary sources are the original documents and objects created during that time in history.

Because they are actual products from the time they offer the perspective of firsthand experience.

By studying primary sources students are able to draw their own conclusions about historic events.

Go to: www.moboces.org/media
In Explore Resources box click on icon.
Click the Primary Source Kits tab.